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Dear Parents and Students

Greetings from Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar

"An investment in knowledge pays best interest"              
- Benjamin Franklin

Welcome to a new year and a new term. It was an exciting end of term I 
with many fantastic activities. Everyone enjoyed JVM Fest, House 
activities, post card writing campaign and many more. It was a hectic 
time for JVMites during term I examination of classes X and XII which 
was completed successfully. I thank everyone who worked directly and 
indirectly for the smooth function of the examination. Education is a 
gateway to the world of knowledge. Better education and Better world 
should be our motto. Student community plays an important role in 
teaching and learning process. I value their positive energy and 
dedication to excel in education. I look forward the same enthusiasm in 
term II also. Our commitment to postering resilience, perseverance, 
grit, empathy and the ability to communicate in diverse learning help 
our students thrive academically, socially and emotionally. In this 
context we are very much concerned with academics and health of the 
children. So a free 'Eye Test' campaign has been arranged in Jindal Vidya 
Mandir, Vidyanagar where children can undergo for vision test by world 
class expert Ophthalmologists.  With success in every field JVM is going 
to decorate its crown with another feather that is with ISO 
CERTIFICATION shortly.
Wish you all a very happy, prosperous and safe new year.

Principal’s Desk     

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma
Principal, 
JVM, Vidyanagar



We all need something to look forward to- it may be something as big as
a festival or exam or result or even maybe the release of a very awaited
film or some things that just make us feel proud. The monthly
newsletter fulfills the latter. The newsletter summarises the events of
the December month, the ups and downs, the success achieved by the
students, and this month of December has not disappointed. Board
Exams for classes X and XII began as the month began, filling the air
with seriousness and determination. Junior classes too had offline
exams after a long period of online education.

We celebrated many remarkable days. There was a grand celebration of
Christmas. Keeping in mind the children who struggle economically,
gifts and useful things were collected for the underprivileged. These
small acts of humanity would make this world a better place for us to
live in. JVM makes sure that we are not left behind in this race of life
in any aspect, be it education, festivities, or social service.

Hope you enjoy this edition of the newsletter too and find something
that makes you feel proud.

Looking forward for better tomorrow…

Happy New Year and Happy Reading….

Krish Agarwal
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Looking Forward…



Born to Change.. this day…
Respected Sajjan ji!!

The name itself brings a bright smile on our face.

An inspiration, a role model, an ideal example of
perfect businessman.... A gentleman who aims to and
bring a difference in everyone’s life … We’re so
blessed to be a part of birthday celebration of

Shri. Sajjan Jindal sir!!!

Born on 5th of December 1959, in Hissar, Sajjan ji
pursued his bachelor’ degree from M S Ramaiah
Institute of Technology, Bangalore. His voyage of
Better Everyday began at Vasind and Tarapur steel
plant, with introduction of advanced Corex
technology in Indian steel industry. His nurtured
dream transformed into reality with the
establishment of Vijaynagar steel plant where he
implemented his knowledge and learnings by
incorporating the world class technology in the plant
and placed it at its peak.







It was the futuristic vision of Sajjan ji that enabled

modernization of the Indian steel industry. This

great visionary received an accolade for the Best

Integrated Steel Industry for the year 2012-13 from the Prime

Minister for being the torch bearer of transformation. Feathers

on his cap include awards like Outstanding Business Leader of

the year 2018, JRD Tata Award 2017 for Excellence in

Corporate Leadership in Metallurgical Industry, CEO of the

year 2018 (Business Standard), Best CEO Award 2019

(Business Today magazine) and the list trails on…..

His voyage has inspired many of us to dream big. I feel happy

among all my friends for getting an opportunity to deliver a

special speech on a highly respected gentleman, an entrepreneur

and a visionary. On behalf of JVM family, I wish a very happy

birthday to Shri Sajjan ji !!

Sanjana K, 9C



After a long time …

- little children started wearing school uniform

- students started coming to classrooms

- students enjoyed the group activities

and now, after a long gap …

- offline exam was their challenge…

Exams are both fun and fear, as the saying goes, "hand in
gloves". The night before exams is like a night before
Christmas. You, can't sleep and yet hope for a miracle too.
Next... what happens in an exam?

Check Me-Exams (Periodic  Test-2)



Tik tock, mind block, pen stop, eye pop, full shock,

jaw drop, time up, still hope tomorrow I will start

studying. Haven't we all passed through this?

Definitely, "Yes" A glimpse of all this at JVM -

Periodic Test-2 abiding by the COVID safety

protocols successfully, in action.

Doing 
our 
best…
.



Parents and Teachers…
“Education is a shared commitment between dedicated 
teachers, motivated students and enthusiastic parents, with 
high expectations”

Bob Beauprez

Parent – Teacher meeting was organized to match the efforts
of the dedicated teachers with the expectations of our
enthusiastic parents. When this co-operated attempts
motivate the students, they would surely do their best.

Beyond the regular schedule, an additional online PTM was
organized by the class teachers on the last day of the year to
throw light on the path of the children in the coming days
ahead.



Agenda included discussion about the
vision screening program sponsored by
CSR of JSW. Information about CBSE
registration, sanitization, ID cards,
health cards (as per CBSE pattern),
upcoming schedules, etc were shared by
the class teachers.

All the parents were requested to share
their expectations through the google
form, which would be circulated in the
class groups. The voice of this important
group of stakeholders would be highly
valuable to the management.

The PTM gave a assurance to the parents
and was a real attempt to clear all their
queries.



A book is a device to light the imagination. A brainstorming
meeting was held in JVM Vidyanagar for HODs of JVM and
JAV to express their views on text book for next academic year
2022 -23. Since JVM and JAV have been following NCERT
books for classes 9 to 12, only the reference books have been
suggested for personal use for students. Tata Edge has given its
demo on textbooks for classes nursery to class 3. S Chand
Publications’ demo was much on reference books. Orient Black
Swan was another Publication which demonstrated on
textbooks related to present scenario with key points on New
Education Policy 2020. HODs are on task to make a
comparative study on all the books.

Lighting the Imagination



Towards ISO Certification 
-Visit of PQSmitra

On 16.12.21 two Project Engineers from PQSmitra-
Mr.Mayur Shetti and Mr.Pranay Mantri had visited
Jindal Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar, V.V.Nagar and
HST schools as a part ISO Certification process. On 16th

and 17th they had discussed with all the H.Ms’ HODs,
Club In –charges and Heads regarding ISO Certification
process and guided about the process and flowcharts.
They felt happy about our documents and the
hospitalities.
PQSmitra Team has shared the action plan with us
which could be completed by January. Their next visit is
planned to be in the month of February 2022.

Shantesh A, SPOC
ISO Certification 





Theme for the Month: December

Defense
Saluting the Army, Navy and Air force



To honour the Indian Navy for all its achivements, JVMites celebrated
the Navy Day with an on-line assembly. The chief guest of the assembly
was Commodore Atul Kumar Rastogi, a serving officer of the Indian
Navy. He joined live from Defence Services Staff College, Wellington,
Ooty, where he is posted as a Senior Instructor, Navy.

Chief guest Commodore Rastogi motivated the students to work hard
during the school days and inculcate good habits. He motivated the
students to take their studies seriously and to think about their career,
plan for it and work hard to achieve it. He gave the tips on ABCD of
life, A for being aware of their strengths and weaknesses, B emphasizes
on balancing life which was the most important aspect of life. C as per
the chief guest meant courage- to have courage to speak for themselves
and overcome their fears in life. D was meant for discipline which plays
an important part of life. G was for gratitude in life. H for happiness, in
all circumstances and S stood for success. Commodore Rastogi asked the
students to assess their success in comparison to their own efforts and by
looking back at their own journey. He stressed never to relate a success of
ones with others because it will lead to misery.

Salute to our Navy 



Commodore concluded his advise with a note on Indian Navy, his
memorable experiences and official trips. He appreciated assembly
host Tuviksha Parmar (VIII A), the thought for the day shared by
Varsha R Patil (IX A), news reporters Samarth and Pratheeka of
class IX and the article presented by Rajat of VIII A on “Why do we
celebrate NavyDay”.

Mrs. Ishwari K Sharma , Principal JVM thanked the chief guest for
inspiring and motivating the students on this Navy Day. She spoke
about how the Navy taught us to stand strong even in the most
difficult times. She saluted all the personnel of the Navy and their
families and greeted them on this Navy Day.

You are the eagles of the sea

Always protecting us like the dolphins,

You are the protectors of the Peninsula,

Always cutting the enemies like a shark

All the JVMites Salute you.

Sangeeta Parmar

Click on the below YouTube  link  to view the programme

https://youtu.be/u-3gJlogec0

https://youtu.be/u-3gJlogec0


Why do we celebrate Navy Day
Navy Day is celebrated every year on 4th December to commemorate the
victory of the Indian Navy in the India-Pakistan war of 1971. On 3
December, our airspace and border area were attacked by the Pakistani
Army. This attack started the 1971 war.

On 4 December 1971, ‘Operation Trident’ was launched to give a befitting
reply to Pakistan, by targeting Karachi, headquarters of the Pakistani Navy.
An invading naval group consisting of a missile boat and two warships
attacked a group of ships of the coast of Karachi. For the first time in this
war, the ship was attacked with an anti-ship missile. Many ships of
Pakistan were destroyed in this operation. During this, the oil tankers of
Pakistan were also destroyed.

The Pakistan Navy was shattered after the Karachi Harbour fuel storage
was destroyed. The flames in Karachi’s oil tankers could also be seen from a
distance of 60 km. It is noteworthy that the fire at the Karachi oil depot
could not be extinguished for seven days which evidently proves the mighty
power and bravery of our prestigious Indian Navy.

The Indian Navy is a maritime wing of the Indian Armed Forces which was
earlier known as the Royal Indian Navy. After the independence of India in
1950, it was re-formed and named as Indian Navy.

Every Indian is proud of the Indian Navy and salutes them for their selfless
service with the motto of “Nation First”. Today, if India is a super war
power in the sea, it is courtesy of the Indian Navy which ensures the sea and
ocean boundaries of India from all directions that are always secured.

TDA salutes the Indian Navy! Jai Hind!

Rajat S G

VIII A



Celebrating 
Christmas



• Christmas is a festival of joy and happiness, rejoicing

the birth of Jesus Christ, who Christians believe is the

Son of God. The 'Christ-Mass' service takes place after

sunset (and before sunrise the next day), so people had

it at Midnight! So we get the name Christ-Mass,

shortened to Christmas.

• Thomas S Monson quoted “Christmas is the spirit of

giving without a thought of getting. It is happiness

because we see joy in people”. To inculcate the virtues

of sharing and caring, our school has initiated a

“Christmas Tree Campaign”. Students were invited to

donate little gifts- which could be any stationery

items or things related to school.

• A special assembly was organised to bring Christmas

vibes among the children. It started auspiciously with

a prayer song. Thought, Article and News were

presented by the students.



Carol singing and skit regarding Christmas, performed by

the students, made the audience spell-bound. Christmas

message by Rev. Father Chinappa enlightened students to

know the real meaning of celebrating Christmas.

Superintendent Mr.K V Srinivasan shared his wishes and

joy to everyone. Special guest Santa filled the campus with

joy and happiness



Glimpses of Special Assembly
Click on the link to watch the programme in short:

https://youtu.be/eC8mriE-hzI

https://youtu.be/eC8mriE-hzI


To educate the children about the importance of farmers and their
contribution towards the nation, Conglom was conducted.
Students also came to know that farmers’ day is celebrated to
commemorate the birth anniversary of our former Prime Minister
Chaudhary Charan Singh. Children dressed like farmer and enjoyed
the conglom which improved their social and emotional skills.

On Farmers’ Day



Honouring Kuvembu and farmers

We celebrated Special Assembly for honouring
Kuvempu, along with Farmers’ Day & Christmas.
Farmers are the backbone of our country, so let's
pay our tribute to them. Students understood the
importance of the farmers. Happy National
Farmers' Day!

The teachers and students have appreciated the
work and vision of Sri. Kuvempu. Articles on
achievements and vision of Poet Laureate,
Kuvempu gave a better insight about great
personalities.



KG Celebrations and Activities

Activities on Concepts





NATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY 

The day is celebrated as a commemoration and to honor the
famous, great Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan.
We celebrated 134th birth anniversary of Srinivasa
Ramanujan with floral tribute. Different activities like funny
mathematical games were conducted for primary grade
students. Biopic on Ramanujan’s life named “The man who
new infinity” was screened to higher grade students and
Math quiz was conducted for all students.

Mathematics Week celebration was carried out in a very
systematic and disciplined way. 100% involvement of each
child from each class was made sure, so as to help students to
realize the importance and fun in Maths. A team lead by
former Prime Minister Dr.Monmohan Singh decided in 2012
to celebrate National Mathematics Day on 22 December on
the birth anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan. Since then it is
celebrated every year.



Ramanujan was largely self-taught and emerged from extreme
poverty. He cultivated his love for mathematics single-
handedly and in total isolation. He had no formal training in
math, though he is a person behind most of the mathematical
discoveries. He died at the age of just 32 by tuberculosis.

Srinivasa Ramanujan had given the world around 3900
mathematical formulae which were mostly on identities and
equations. Some of them are still not completely proved. The
last of the three of Ramanujan’s speculations created a
sensation in 20th -century mathematics. His most celebrated
discoveries was The Infinite Series of Pi.

Ramanujan is one of the youngest one in the history of society
who joined the fellowship in 1918 at the age of 31. The
Ramanujan Museum & Math Education Centre was
established on 18th March 1993 and 24 years later, in 2017,
the Ramanujan Math Park was opened in Kuppam, Chittoor,
Andhra Pradesh. A biopic on Ramanujan’s life, named The
Man Who Knew Infinity, was released in April 2016. His
house in Kumbakonam, is now maintained as the Srinivasa
Ramanujan International Monument.

Glimpses of the event







IAYP Adventurous Journey 
Practice Session-2 

On 18th of December, all the eight participants

(Bhavana, Kavana, Janvi, Gita Madhuri, Lipsa

Acharya, Jelin Wincilla, Mohammad Zayan, Gagan

Kulal) assembled in our school ground at 11 am for a

two hour practice session. The focus was on tent

making.

Our resource person and trainer Mr.Arjun with his

assistant Master Joy came to our school campus with

all the required materials. Supervisors and Award

leaders Mr. Vishwa-radhya, Mr.Sudharshan, Mrs

NBV Ratna, Mrs Ojasvita Anand and Mrs. Beena

Sam were present.



Mr Arjun started his training by explaining
different types of tents with different climatic
and temperature resistance, important
components of the tents and safety measures
while placing a tent.

In practical, he showed how to locate a place
with a stable land ground, keeping in mind
nearness to water bodies, land slides etc.

Gathering information from the locals about the
safety of the place would be of great help. The
guidelines of forest department should be
followed.



•A pit should be made for camp fire and the tent
should be at a considerable distance from the
fire. Finding wind direction is also essential
before pitching the tent.

•The trainer also made students to fix a tent in
teams - by identifying appropriate place and
following all the steps.

•Students gained a firsthand experience of
fixing tent. Then, they were asked to go
through each and every tent fixed by their
friends, and troubleshoot the problem, if any.

Click on the link to watch glimpses of the practice session: 

https://youtu.be/ow8xa6Ml9AI

https://youtu.be/ow8xa6Ml9AI


Report on UCO
The Unified Cyber Olympiad (UCO)
Examination was successfully conducted
in Online Mode on 5th December, 2021 for
1st standard to 12th standard in all the 3
campuses by Unified Council



Orientation for IMO Exam

An orientation session was conducted on 18th
December, 2021 for the students and parents to
sensitize them about the rules and regulations to be
followed during online Olympiad exam. There were
40 participants joined through zoom link. An
overview on Olympiad exam had given with the
help of a PPT by Mrs. Debjani Sannyasi in Junior
classes and by Mrs. Nandini S R in Senior section .

Queries of the parents were answered by
facilitators.

Detailed explanation had been given on question
pattern and how to attempt the test in online mode
by Mrs. Farhana and by Mrs. Ashotha T .

IMO Exam has been scheduled on 8th and 9th
January, 2022 for senior and junior section
respectively .





To spread the fragrance of poetry among the budding

poets of JVM, students were encouraged to write their

own poems. It was a great opportunity for our “नने्ह

कवि- Budding Poets-ಪುಟ್ಟ ಕವಿ” to showcase their
talent.

The former Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. Atal

ji, as he was lovingly called, was not only a politician,

but also a Hindi poet and an orator known for his

spellbinding eloquence. It is a great honour for everyone

of us to celebrate his birthday on 25th December every

year and 29th December is the birthday of great

Kannada poet, Jnanpith Award winner &

Rashtrakavi Kuvempu. Kuvempu’s version of the

Ramayana titled ‘Sri Ramayana Darshanam’ clinched

him a Jnanpith award; the first ever to be given to

Kannada language author.

They both were great poets and philosophers of India.

The students of grade 6 to 12 wrote a poems to

commemorate the birthday of these two stalwarts

Some of them are published in the following pages.

Budding Future Poets



Nature
I sit in my room,

Wondering about what I'm doing

And where I want to go.

Where do you go when you

Don't know where you want to be?

What do you do when you

Don't know what you want to do?

I go out and look around.

Close my eyes and listen to nature's sound.

The quietness is compelling, 

I can feel my heart and soul dwelling

in the calm,

Like a bird in the air

Or a tiger in its lair.

And after a moment or two,

Staring at the sky so blue,

I know what I'm meant to do.

I know where I'm meant to go.

Nature clears my doubts,

Nature always takes me home.
By
Nidhi Praveen Kotian , IX C



Ambition
The picture in my mind I can't understand,

This part of me is different and much profound

The thoughts in my head are so loud, but seem to have no sound.

Sometimes I think very positively that,

Whatever path your feet may tread,

Whatever be your quest,

The only way to get ahead is striving for the best.

The one who has the proper stuff, goes into every test.

Not seeking to be "good enough“ But eager to be the best.

Aim high! And though u may fail today and tommorow,

keep pounding steadily away, 

someday you'll hit the nail.

But, I'm trying so hard, my efforts are a dead end,

I think I'm having a dream, but  now am I so awake that I can't pretend.

But again I think, the crown of leadership are few,

The followers move in throngs,

if you would be a leader,

You must avoid the "drift alongs“

This here is my confession and my dream is my purpose                                      

By

MAITHREYI N.C

X B



ಪ್ರ ಕೃತಿ

ಪ್ರ ಕೃತಿಯೇನಿನಗೆನಮನ

ಹರಿಸುವೆನುನಿನನ ಮೇಲೆಗಮನ

ಪ್ರ ತಿಚೈತ್ರ ನಿನನ ಆಗಮನ

ನಿನಿನ ಿಂದಲೆಸಾಗಿದೆಜೀವನ

ಕೆಟ್ಟ ಗಾಳಿಸ್ವ ಚ್ಚ ಮಾಡಿ

ಕಡಬಿಸಿಲತ್೦ಪುಮಾಡಿ

ಕಲುಷಿತ್ನಿೀರಶುದಧ ಮಾಡಿ

ನಿೀಡುವಪ್ರ ಕೃತಿನಿನಗೆನಮನ

ಬೊಗಸೆಧಾನಯ ರಾಶಿಮಾಡಿ

ಹೂವುಹಣ್ಣು ನಮಗೆನಿೀಡಿ

ಸ್ದಿ್ದ ಲಲ ದೇನಮಮ ಪೊರೆವ

ಪ್ರ ಕೃತಿನಿನಗೆನಮನ.

ಮೀಹನ್ಕೃಷ್ು 6 ಸಿ



ಶಿೀಷಿ೯ಕೆ:-ನರಜನಮ

ಮನುಷ್ಯ ನಿಗೆಇರುವುದುಕನಸು,

ಕೆಲವಿಂದುನಿತ್ಯ

ಮಾಡಲುಹೆದರುವಮನಸುು ,

ನಮಮ ಲಿಹಆತ್ಮ ಸಾಕಿ್ಷಯಸ್ತ್ಯ

ನಾನುನಾನ್ನನ ವಅಹಂಕಾರದ್ದ

ಬದುಕುವರುಬೇರೆಯವರಿಗೆ

ಮೀಸ್ಮಾಡುವವರಹಾದ್ದ

ಸ್ಹಾಯಕೆೆ ನಿಲುಕದಸ್ಲಗೆ,               

ಭಾವನ್ಗಳಅರ್ಥಮಾಡಿಕಿಂಡು

ಅಹಿಂಸೆಯನುಕಂಡುಕಿಂಡು

ಸ್ಹಾಯಕೆೆ ಮಿಂದಾಗಲುಕಂಡು

ನರಜನಮ ಪಾವನಮಾಡು .

ಬರೆದವರುಸಿರಿಆರ್ಹೆಗಡೆ

೭ನೇತ್ರಗತಿಸಿವಿಭಾಗ



ಮಳೆ

ಹೇಮಳೆನಿೀನುಬರುವಆಕ್ಷಣ..

ತಂದ್ದದೆಈಭೂಮಿಗೆಏನೀಹೊಸ್ತ್ನ!

ನಿೀಬಂದುಹೊೀದಮೇಲೆಭೂಮಿಹಾಕ್ಷಕಿಂಡಿದೆಹಸಿರು
ವಸ್್ ರ !

ಆಸುಗಂಧವೇನಮಮ ಮನಸೇಳಿಯೀಅಸ್್ ರ ...

ಕೇವಲನಿನಿನ ಿಂದಾಗಿಯೆಈಸೃಷಿಟ ಯಲಿಲ ಎಲಲ ಜೀವಿಗಳಹಸಿವು
ತ್ಣಿಸಿದೆ!

ಮಳೆನಿೀರಿನಿಿಂದರೈತ್ನಬೆಳೆಯುಸುಿಂದರವಾಗಿ
ಹೊರಹೊಮಿಮ ದೆ.

ಮಣಿು ನಸುವಾಸ್ನ್ನಿನನ ನ್ನ ೀ ವಣಿಥಸಿದೆ!

ಬಿಸಿಬಿಸಿಚ್ಹದಿಂದ್ದಗೆಈನಿನನ ಚಿಟ್ಪ್ಟ್ಮಳೆಹನಿಗು
ನನನ ಕುಶಿಹೆಚಿಚ ಸಿದೆ!

ನಿೀನುಬರುವಾಗಈಪ್ರ ಕೃತ್ಯಸಿಂದಯಥವೂಬಿಿಂಬಿಸಿದೆ.

ಹಲವಾರುಪಾರ ಣಿಗಳಿಗೆಜಳಕನಿೀಮಾಡಿಸಿದೆ...

ನಾವಿವರಿಸಿದಷ್ಟಟ ನಿನನ ಸಿಂದಯಥಇನ್ನನ ಹೆಚ್ಚಚ ಗಿದೆ.

ನಿೀಯಾವಾಗಬಂದರುಆಅದುು ತ್ಹಾಗೆಇದೆ!

ಹೇಮಳೆನಿೀಹೀಗೆ ಇರುಯಾರಿಗೂತಿಂದರೆನಿೀಡದೆ...

ಕೆಲವಮ್ಮಮ ನಿನನ ಹುಚ್ಚಚ ತ್ನದ್ದಿಂದಹೆಚ್ಚಚ ಮಳೆತ್ರಿಸಿದೆ ...

ಆದರೆಇದರಪ್ರಿಣಾಮತಿಂಬಾಬೇಕರವಾಗಿದೆ!

ಚಿಮಮ ತಿದೆನಿನನ ಈಮಳೆಹನಿಗು..

ಎಿಂದ್ದಗೂಹೀಗೆಕುಷಿಯಿಂದಇರಲಿನಿನನ ಬಯಸುವ
ಮನಸುು ಗು...!

ಸಂಜನಾ. ಎಿಂ

೯ನೇತ್ರಗತಿ c ವಿಭಾಗ



*ಕಸ್್ತರಿನುಡಿ*

ಗಂಧದಗಣಿಯಂತ್ಹಕನನ ಡ.... 

ಎಷ್ಟಟ ತೇಯಿರುಬರುವುದುಕನನ ಡದ
ಸುವಾಸ್ನ್.... 

ಕನನ ಡವೇಕರುಣೆಯಬಿೀಡಾಗಿ.... 

ಇಲಿಲ ರುವಜನಗಳೇಕನಾಥಟ್ಕದವರಾಗಿ.... 

ತ್ಲೆಬಾಗಿಬಂದವರಿಗೆಆಶ್ರ ಯಸುತ್್ .... 

ಅನಯ ರಿಗೆಗೌರವನಿೀಡುತ್್ .... 

ಗೌರವಾನಿವ ತ್ಜನರಿಗೆಸ್ನಾಮ ನಿಸುತ್್ .... 

ಇನ್ನ ಲಿಲ ದರೆಯದಸಂಸೆ್ ೃತಿ.... 

ಇಲಿಲ ಇರುವುದೇನಮಮ ಕನನ ಡಸಂಸೆ್ ೃತಿ.... 

- *ಸೃಷಿಿ .ಎ.ಆರ್*

*೯ನೇತ್ರಗತಿ 'ಸ್' ವಿಭಾಗ*

Shrusti A R IX C



Congratulations Budding poets
There is a poet inside every child waiting to be
dusted, shinned and presented to the world. The
Objective of this activity was to spread the fragrance
of poetry among the budding poets of JVM. Mission
was successful to a great extent. Many young poets
came out of their shell of apprehension and shared
their poems.

Every budding poet felt recognized and appreciated.
As in the words ofWilliam Words Worth, “Poem is a
Spontaneous overflow of powerful Feelings”,
students expressed their feelings wonderfully.

Congratulations to all the Budding Poets, looking
forward for more poems by you all.

Sangeeta Parmar



Concept Presentation by our tiny tots

• https://youtube.com/watch?v=W7vlDeE7TWM&feature=share

• https://youtube.com/watch?v=azy_Z79MraU&feature=share

• https://youtube.com/watch?v=APF7e9PmYDs&feature=share

https://youtube.com/watch?v=W7vlDeE7TWM&feature=share
https://youtube.com/watch?v=azy_Z79MraU&feature=share
https://youtube.com/watch?v=APF7e9PmYDs&feature=share


COUNSELLING SESSIONS 
By Mrs. Yukti Siras

Career Counselling sessions were conducted for class 10th

students on 16th, 17th and 20th of December 2021

They were guided about the various internal and external

factors that affect the choice of the career stream and the

career prospect in the long term.

They were informed about the qualification and the

career stream required to be taken in class 11 in order to

pursue different career prospects.



Students were divided in batches of 10 students 

each and each such batch had one hour of session 

to them from dates 25.11.21 to 2.12.21. December 

2021

They were motivated to ask the questions related 

to their future career prospects.

The students have been informed to meet the 

school counsellor to make their road map for the 

exams to be taken and the colleges to look out for

.

JVM AND MINDLER

COUNSELLING SESSIONS CLASS XI





Post Card Writing Campaign

Sub: Azadi ka Amrut Mahostav

A Post Card Writing Campaign was conducted
in all three campuses of Jindal Vidya Mandir
as per the Circular No Acad-119/2021
circulated on 24 November, 2021. 1585
students wrote their views on one of the two
given topics
“Unsung Heroes of Freedom Struggle” and
“My Vision for India in 2047.
The best 10 post cards with enthusiastic views
and dreams written by students have been
uploaded in CBSE website. In the words of our
President, Dr.Abdul Kalam, “A dream is not
that which you see while sleeping, it is
something that does not let you sleep”.
It was a wonderful celebration indeed!
Azadi ka Amrut Mahostav.





Museum of solutions (MuSo), an initiative from JSW, is a

unique experiential children's museum which inspires,

enables and empowers children to make meaningful

changes together. The children experience learning through

real- world challenges. They explore activities and missions

based on the UN Sustainable Development Goals,

understand the real problem faced by us as people and as a

planet. Through MuSo, the children got an opportunity to

build awareness and take action in their own homes and

communities.

In line with the common goal to build awareness,

strategize to overcome the problem and to find solution for

the same, all the schools of JET began Mission-Clothing

Conundrum in their respective campuses. Here in our

school, the interested students from grades V, VII and

VIII enthusiastically were called to take up the challenge.

They were briefed about the levels of mission in an

orientation session.

Museum of solutions (MuSo)



In level-1 they explored the variety of unexpected

ways how fabrics are made. They gathered

information, discussed and shared their views and

ideas on the clothes they wear, where they are

grown, how they're made and even became

conscious of what happens to these clothes once

people stop wearing them.

In level-2 they inspected the labels closely, shared

the information and designed their own labels for a

chosen piece of clothing. Finally, in level -3, they

reimagined and made an old damaged piece of

clothing into something new to wear.

The journey of exploration and envision continues 

with every mission.

By- Mrs. Ojasvita Anand, SPOC - VDN

Mrs. Ambili Nair, SPOC- VVN

Team members: Mrs. Suvarna Kulkarni, 

Mr.Shivaprasada and Mrs. Chandrakala



Level-1

Level 2



Level 3











Swirl Music  –
Where words fails, Music Speaks

-Hans Christian Anderson

Highlights:
•Working  on JVM anthem.

•Good response in entries of Voice of Vijaynagar.

•Voice of Vijayanagar is postponed.

• Swirl’s collaboration with all JET schools

•Newsletter by swirl.

Melody: 

Shresti
UKG 

Harshvardhan
IV H

Tanmai
Gupta V A

Yash Mishra
VI B



Spark plug and Master Class Report-August

Jindal Vidya Mandir 
Vidyanagara

.
Conglom

Conglom helps children to develop 

life skills. Setting tone is a thought 

provoking process which motivates 

the children to follow the learning.



Topic : Virtual Tour to Hampi
Objective: Virtual Excursion
Tone: Historical Places help to enrich our culture.



Topic : Hidden Words
Objective: Searching of Words.
Tone: To improve visualization and vocabulary



Topic: Christmas Tree, 
Paper craft





Doodle Art





Paper craft





Topic : Book balancing.  
Objective: To improve the concentration level of 
students.          

Tone : We should concentrate on our work to get success.



Topic : Find the hidden things.   
Objective: To improve their visual ability and 
concentration.   
Tone : Good vision and the ability to concentrate
are the two things to get success.



Topic: Guess the animal.....   
Objective: To improve the thinking skills.   
Tone : Animals are our good friends, we should 
not harm them.



Topic: Guess the word with pictures.      
Objective: To improve their thinking skills.   
Tone :  Think and get the solutions.



Topic: Guess the animal.....   
Objective: Improves their thinking skills.   
Tone : Animals are our good friends, we 
should not harm them.



Making of page mark 



Making of watermelon, Orange and 
lemon Mojito 



Tone for the week: Help and love each 
other, first understand the reason 
behind the scene and then act.



Master Class 

Master Class was conducted by Fr. Francis
Chinnappa Parish priest of Toranagallu. He blessed our
kids with his holy words. It was a wonderful and joyful
moment for us and children. He showed them the crib
where infant Jesus was kept. Later he explained values
of the special day.



On this festive occasion our kindergarten
children learnt to make sandwich, party pops

and Christmas tree with green chart paper

on spark plug session.

Spark Plug 



On Christmas eve
Children learnt the importance of 

Christmas tree and developed their 
emotional skills by sharing their 

decorated work with their parents

Emotional skill
Children have learnt from 
the example of cactus in 
desert that, we should 
judge people not with 
their external appearance 
but with their character.

Social and Emotional skill
Children have learnt the 
importance of Reduce, 
Recycle and Reuse through 
conglom.











Capacity Building training for 
teachers

First week of December marked the beginning of the

capacity building training sessions for the selected

candidates from all over JET schools. Topics covered

throughout the month included: RPWD act, Learning

difficulties, Accommodations, Reading, Writing and

Speaking difficulties.

The sessions have been helpful in understanding the

facilities available and required at the schools to

accommodate the children with special needs. These

sessions would continue till the month of April.



Miss Akansha V LKG  
B,  conducted 
sparkplug session on 
making bread 
sandwich and party 
popper.

SPOTLIGHT STUDENT

Master Aditya   
Bomman UKG  B,
conducted 
sparkplug session 
on making 
Christmas Tree.



Upcoming Jubilation

• Makara Sankranthi

• Subhash Chandra Bose Jayanthi

• National Girl Child Day

• Republic Day

• Martyr's Day

• Birthday of Kannada poet 

Jnanapeeta Awardee 

Dr D R Bendre



“The truest wisdom is a resolute determination”

Thank you


